COVID-19
GUIDE
For Office/Retail Operations
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TIMING RECOMMENDATIONS

Follow the guidance of your state (see page 11 for links to specific state
websites) to determine appropriate timing of your operation's
reopening

With reliance on guidance from your state along with statistics, it is possible to consider
phasing in smaller groups of employees gradually based on business need and willingness
Employees should continue to practice six feet of physical distancing from others upon return

The CDC has said they may roll out a certification program for
businesses that have implemented certain non-pharmaceutical
interventions. Consider applying for certification if appropriate
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SAFETY & HEALTH
All individuals should be screened for COVID-19 symptoms before
coming into work

A company representative should document answers to a verbal health survey every day:
Have you had a cough in the last 24 hours?
Have you had a fever in the last 24 hours?
Have you had direct contact with a COVID-19 symptomatic person or a confirmed
positive person in the last 24 hours?

If the answer is yes to any of the above questions, the person should be sent home for selfquarantine for the next 14 days and records of those who are self-quarantining should be
kept
You can also consider daily temperature checks, if feasible, as well as partnerships with
physicians who can help you develop a clinical strategy
Screening services from various outside companies are available here and here
Consider making accommodations for anyone who is uncomfortable
coming back to work due to anxiety or due to being in a higher risk
category
Check in with these individuals frequently and keep them connected
to company leadership
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SAFETY & HEALTH
Eliminate any shared offices in which
people sit within six feet of each other
Consider setting up a schedule or sign
up for use of shared spaces and instruct
team members to wipe down door
handle, keyboard, chair, desk, etc.
before leaving the office

CLEANING & SANITIZING
Clean and sanitize the entire facility before any team members return
to work following CDC guidelines

Ensure that proper disinfecting agents, such as alcohol and bleach, are being used in
cleaning process
Special attention should be given to interior and exterior handrails and door handles, toilet
flushers, and sink handles, which should be wiped thoroughly with disinfectant
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CLEANING & SANITIZING
Provide hand sanitizing stations in common
areas, namely lobbies, break rooms, and
conference rooms
Set up a regular (at least daily) cleaning
schedule of public areas, especially
bathrooms, shopping areas, and lobby

Assign or ask for volunteers among team members to
conduct regular cleaning and provide them with proper
PPE to do so
Consider designating one bathroom for visitors only, which is wiped
down and sanitized after each use

Post signage in the bathroom with proper hand washing techniques and advice to open the door
handle with a paper towel
Assign team members to clean and disinfect all customer areas on a
regular (at least daily) basis
Consider limiting the number of occupants in your retail operation in
order to maintain, as much as possible, physical distancing during
reopening
Team members should be responsible to clean their own workstation or
office and office door handle at the end of every day
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LUNCH/BREAKS
Start by asking team members to bring their
food in coolers rather than using the
refrigerator
Eliminate any shared snacks unless they are
individually wrapped
Provide sanitizing wipes for use in the kitchen
and instruct team members to sanitize any
items they use
Consider providing individual water bottles to
eliminate use of the water cooler or encourage
team members to bring their own water
Space out seating in any break, lunch, or
common rooms to limit the number of
occupants in these areas and allow for six feet
of physical distancing

Consider asking team members to bring in their own coffee mugs to
eliminate use of paper cups and lids and the spread of germs
Space out any coffee pots and other shared snack and beverage areas to
encourage more distancing
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LUNCH/BREAKS
Provide individual cups of cream and individual sweetener packets
Consider individual gift cards or individually wrapped food instead of
providing any shared breakfasts or lunches
Ask team members to refrain from bringing in any shared food from
home for the foreseeable future

PPE
Require anyone handling food or coffee to wear gloves and a cloth
mask during those activities
Provide latex gloves in shared spaces such as conference rooms and
break room, especially for anyone who is making coffee or handling
food
Depending on the timing of your reopening, consider the use
of masks and whether or not you will require team members and
customers to wear them while in your office or store
There are mask requirements in
place in many areas currently, and
those requirements will continue to
evolve. Monitor these requirements
on a regular basis using the CDC
and state government websites
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VISITORS
Avoid offering shared coffee, snacks, and
freebies to customers
Rearrange lobbies and any other customer
waiting areas so that chairs are set up at least six
feet apart
Install Plexiglas at front desk and any cash
register stations as a “sneeze guard”
Advertise delivery or concierge shopping
services for customers that are unable or
unwilling to come into your store during
reopening
Advertise that clients can sign up for
appointments via phone or conference call if
they don’t feel comfortable coming into your
office
For those that want to visit your office in
person, set up a clean room that is only used for
this purpose and offer a scheduling service (see
page 10 for resources) so that you can anticipate
their arrival
Schedule delivery and vendor services for low
volume hours as much as possible
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VISITORS
Eliminate meetings in a team member’s personal office to lessen the
spread of germs
Continue to conduct large group meetings virtually until your state
or local government allows for it. Consider what meetings can
permanently become virtual
Physical distancing should be practiced if meeting in person
Rearrange chairs in all conference rooms and meeting areas to allow
for physical distance of six feet and consider tape markers on the
floor to ensure these distances are maintained

COMMUNICATION
Communicate timing of return to work to your team members as
soon as it is known, so they can begin to prepare mentally and
emotionally
Communicate your reopening plans to customers and use it as an
opportunity to retain customers and gain new ones, by taking extra
precautions to ensure customer safety and health
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COMMUNICATION

Provide mental and emotional support for team members as they
prepare to return

If you have an EAP through your health insurance or benefits provider, advertise it as a means
to provide more support to team members
Consider having a member of leadership check in individually with each team member
Post hand-washing signage in all bathrooms and break rooms that
include instructions for thorough hand-washing and opening the door
handle with a paper towel when leaving

SHARED EQUIPMENT
Encourage use of individual desk equipment as much as possible to
avoid shared use of copiers, printers, etc.
Designate certain team members to be the gateway for use of shared
equipment
Ask them to use latex gloves when handling and using the shared
equipment. Other team members should gain permission for use
before using any of the larger shared equipment in the office
All equipment should be disinfected at the end of every day
Customers/visitors should not be allowed to use any shared equipment
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State-Specific Resources

Pennsylvania Phased Reopening Guide
New Jersey's Road Back
New York Forward
Scheduling Resources

Calendly
Doodle
Outlook FindTime Extension
Disclaimer

This information is provided for general informational and educational purposes only and is not a
substitute for professional advice.
Accordingly, before taking any actions based upon such information, we encourage you to
consult with the appropriate professionals. We do not provide any kind of legal advice. The use
or reliance of any information contained in this booklet is solely at your own risk.
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